
From: Ellis, Sarah EAO:EX <Sarah.Ellis@gov.bc.ca>
Date: Fri, May 3, 2024 at 10:15 AM
Subject: Woodfibre LNG Complaint - EAO file 20240015
To: sue@justiceforgirls.org <sue@justiceforgirls.org>
CC: Parks, Chris EAO:EX <Chris.Parks@gov.bc.ca>, Lombardi, Christie EAO:EX 
<Christie.Lombardi@gov.bc.ca>, EAO Compliance EAO:EX <eao.compliance@gov.bc.ca>

Good Morning Sue,

 

Thank you for your letter dated March 25, 2024, identifying concerns with Woodfibre LNG 

project staff residing outside the Floatel as required in Environmental Assessment Certificate 

#E15-02 (EAC), Amendment 3. I have conducted a review of the EAC, amendments, and related 

documentation and have determined that this does not present a compliance concern at this 

time.

 

The original project application envisioned workers would reside in their homes or use existing 

rental housing as outlined in the Project Assessment Report. The approved EAC includes 

Condition 14 which requires the implementation of mitigations associated with worker 

accommodation as detailed in Table 22-1 of the application.

 

Amendment 3 of the EAC does not specify a date the Floatel must be operational. As such, the 

lack of an operational Floatel does not constitute a non-compliance and no exceptions under 

c29.1 of Amendment 3 are required at this time.

 

The Environmental Assessment Office (EAO), Compliance and Enforcement branch has 

confirmed via site inspection on April 17, 2024, that the Woodfibre LNG site appears ready to 

accept the Floatel. As you may be aware, the Floatel currently sits in Nanaimo Harbour and will 

be moved as soon as it is permitted to do so. Along with the required permit from the District of 

Squamish (DOS), several plans are required within specific timelines and those have yet to be 

satisfied. The use of the Floatel is restricted until the DOS permit is granted and plans satisfied.

 

Thank you for bringing your concerns to the attention of the EAO. We will continue to monitor 

the project with respect to the requirements of the EAC within the regulatory scope of the EAO. 

Please reach out if you have any questions or wish to discuss this further.

 

https://www.projects.eao.gov.bc.ca/api/public/document/58869291e036fb01057690bc/download/Assessment%20Report%20and%20Appendices%20for%20the%20Woodfibre%20LNG%20Project%20dated%20August%2019%2C%202015.pdf
https://www.projects.eao.gov.bc.ca/api/public/document/58869290e036fb01057690b9/download/Table%20of%20Conditions.pdf
https://www.projects.eao.gov.bc.ca/api/public/document/58869184e036fb0105768faa/download/Section%2022.0%20Summary%20of%20Mitigation%20Measures.pdf


Sincerely,

 

Sarah Ellis
Compliance and Enforcement Officer
Environmental Assessment Office
Government of British Columbia
Office: 250 331-4463
Mobile: 250-818-7718

Twitter.com/BC_EAO
 

 
The EAO respectfully acknowledges that it carries out its work on the traditional territories of Indigenous 
nations throughout British Columbia.
 
This e-mail is confidential and is intended only for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any distribution, copying, or other use by anyone else 
is strictly prohibited. If you received this e-mail in error, please destroy this e-mail and contact me directly.

http://twitter.com/BC_EAO

